Participations
Matej Ďurčo (AT), Pavel Stranak (CZ), Dirk Goldhahn (DE), Vincent Vandeghinste (DLU), Krista Liin (EE), Martin Mathiesen (FI), Lene Offersgaard (DK), Christophe Parisse (FR), Riccardo Del Gratta (IT), Marcin Pol (PL), João Silva (PT), Luís Gomes (PT), Leif-Jöran Olsson (SE), Dieter Van Uytvanck (CLARIN ERIC, Chair), Linda Stokman (CLARIN ERIC, minutes)

0 Action points

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>By whom</th>
<th>By when</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Propose new centre labels as a more human-readable alternative to the letters</td>
<td>Dieter/Karolina</td>
<td>Next SCCTC meeting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Agenda

The following agenda was approved:

1. Agenda
2. Approval minutes last meeting & action point status ([CE-2018-1176](#))
3. Centre assessments:
   1. Preparing of the 11th assessment round - inventarisation of requests for centre Assessments.
   2. Feedback on CoreTrustSeal so far.
4. Detailed report by a taskforce: Persistent Identifiers (oral report on recent video conference)
5. Status update per country/member (all) -> please add a snippet for your country to the reporting Google Doc
6. Any other business
   1. Centre meeting 2018: proposed date 29+30 May, location: Utrecht

2 Approval minutes and action points

The minutes of the SCCTC meeting of 5 February 2018 are approved.

3 Centre assessment

1. Preparing of the 11th assessment round - inventarisation of requests for centre Assessments.

   Dieter (CE): The 11th assessment round is now full with 12 centres. The deadline remains 28 March. The next assessment round will take place in the Autumn.
Finland B-centre label will expire on 09-2019. Finland will postpone the re-assessment to the 12th round.

Matej (AT) suggests to Lene (DK) to have a separate meeting about the curation module, Lene agrees.

2. **Feedback on CoreTrustSeal so far.**

The experience of the CTS procedure and CTS tools so far among colleagues that have already used it:

Marcin (PL): Tool is working fine, almost the same as the old tool, easy to use.

Dirk (DE): First centres received their feedback in the old tool and those who haven’t, have been imported to the new tool. There were no problems, everything works fine.

4. **Detailed report by a taskforce: Persistent Identifiers (oral report on recent video conference)**

Dieter (CE): Two topics were largely discussed:

1. Micro issue of the exact wording of the requirement of persistent Identifiers to digital objects, bit streams, there is a non-requirement for this, which means that as a centre you can either choose for this or not, it depends on the usefulness for that, you can assess this for yourself. In the current wording in the B-centre sections it is not really clear, so in some of the previous assessments it was demanded while you can choose this yourself, we should focus on this clarification in the next large rewrite of the centre requirements.

2. Macro issue on the whole landscape and future of the persistent Identifiers and the way we are currently using it. Some interesting use cases for PIDs. General discussion how far our effort should be directed to pushing the potential users towards the landing pages of the individual centers versus directly manipulating digital objects at centres and downloads without accessing the landing page. There are many ideas that need to be explored in detail. it would be good to have something on paper also summarizing the kind of problems that can arrive and to have a workshop on this topic with space for brainstorming with experts, so nothing will be overlooked.

Martin (FI): Are you referring to CLARIN people when you talk about PID experts? CLARIN is using the PID the most. Do others use PID as concisely as we do? CLARIN is quite advanced in this.

Dieter (CE); it is good to create a list of the names of people that are external experts such as, people from C2CAMP, RDA, Data Fabric, Freya, etc. There is a lot of knowledge outside our community.

Lene (DK): in Denmark there is a discussion about PID but hardly no one is using them, so be careful about who is calling him/herself an expert.
5 Status update per country/member (all)

Austria
- Resubmission of DSA/CTS last one in old system
- Problems getting MoU or any confirmation of the B2SAFE service from MPCDF
- Extended storage for repository
- Strong presence at DHd in Cologne
- Concentrating on Resource Discovery task in Parthenos
  - Same old metadata quality issues reappearing, just in larger scale
  - Reusing VLO as faceted search over Parthenos metadata
  - Investigating use of discovery/explore application built on top of SPARQL endpoint
  - Working towards Athens meeting (17.4.) as major milestone
- Matej will be on limited availability until October

Bulgaria
- No report

Czech Republic
- Working with Claus on integration of Czech services with Switchboard. Waiting for an issue with “Access-Control-Allow-Origin” to be resolved on the Switchboard side
- Working on VLO linking with national centres and related PID/link issues
- New (beta) service for neural machine translation (only EN > CZ for now): https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/services/transformer/

Denmark
- Working on new DSpace repo setup, first version up end of March.
- Because of illness the FCS enabling has been put on hold until end of March
- Working on a new web frontpage for CLARIN.DK, more in line with CLARIN.EU

Dutch Language Union
- Vincent Vandeghinste just started working for the DLU last week and is currently familiarizing himself with the whole CLARIN framework.

Estonia
- Received reviewer feedback from DSA/CTS on March 6.
- Sander Kuusemets is working to make our SP login better and more user-friendly.

Finland
- Done
  - Workshop on data conversion pipeline in Feb
  - Talk on Language Bank repository solution at DHd Cologne.
  - CTS feedback answered
  - Finland to switch to eduGAIN for SPF Metadata
- In Progress
  - Korp-cooperation / FCS still not implemented. Developer on study leave
  - Moving towards DevOps (new developer started)
  - Investigating possible co-operation with UzK on repository solutions
France
- We received remarks from the previous DSA agreement, but three weeks’ time is to short to get the correct information. We are a large organization to connect with and it takes a while to get all the information, we would like to do this correct, so we will start to use the new agreement with the CTS for this.

Germany
- CTS: Most assessment requests were ported to the new website / software system
- CTS: First centres received feedback and are working on their reply
- B-Centre Assessment: All 8 centres + Köln and Frankfurt will participate
- CLARIN-D DARIAH-DE joint TAB meeting on 16.02.201: general positive feedback
- TAB recommendations:
  - focus on simplicity (integrating own data, finding data, using tools)
  - intensify user involvement

Greece
- No report

Hungary
- No report

Italy
- Fixed points reported on CAC: some attributes were not passing from a couple of idps, including clarin idm
- Still waiting from CoreTrustSeal.
- Other tasks in progress: FCS, Switchboard, ILC4CLARIN theme must be the last one (not yet)

Latvia
- No report

Lithuania
- No report

The Netherlands
- No report

Norway
- No report

Poland
- We've finished CoreTrustSeal Application Form. It is in Submitted state.
- We updated Open Archives Initiative - Repository Explorer to the newest version. Fix some issues.
- We have done NextCloud - DSpace integration, so user can export files from NextCloud to DSpace. One login solution ([https://ctj.clarin-pl.eu/auth/](https://ctj.clarin-pl.eu/auth/)) to all applications (D-SPACE, NextCloud, Inforex...).
• Fixed issue in D-SPACE with 1000 novels corpus
  https://vlo.clarin.eu/record?2&q=1000+novels&docId=http://hdl.handle.net/11321/47_312_64_format_61_cms so you can test it on Switchboard

Portugal
  o In progress
    o Setting up a modified v3.0 META-SHARE repository based on the source code made available by Neeme Kahusk. Merging META-SHARE modifications from our Estonian colleagues into branch 3.1.1.
    o Re-styling META-SHARE for CLARIN.

Slovenia
  • No report

Sweden
  • Outreach about the Språkbanken B-centre
  • Swe-Clarin PID-policy v0.9 presented by Leif-Jöran at the February consortium meeting

United Kingdom
  • No report

6 Any other business

  1. Centre meeting 2018: proposed date 29+30 May, location: Utrecht

     31 May is a holiday in AT and PL, and a couple of members prefer to have the meeting in June A doodle is launched to see what dates people prefer (end of May/begin of June): https://doodle.com/poll/5rzgysnwqre4y7cr

  2. Matej (AT): will be on limited availability in the coming months (until end of September).

  3. Leif-Jöran (SE): Very good feedback was received from Hamburg about the speech data for endpoints and for that, some things will be changed in the library. Deeper speech layers will be provided there.

Next meeting: Monday 9 April 2018 (10:00 u–11:30u)